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An obstetrics and gynaecologist, Professor Josiah Mutihir has urged the Federal government to review Nigeria’s family planning policy, backing it up with ...
FG’s family planning policy pivotal to basic healthcare service in Nigeria — Expert
The Home Secretary will lend her support to the charity-led advertising campaign, which will accuse Facebook of 'blindfolding' the police in their investigations into child sex abuse.
Priti Patel backs new anti-Facebook ad campaign accusing the social media giant of 'blindfolding' police as they investigate child sex abuse cases
In 2018 the European GDPR irrevocably changed the whole data privacy landscape. Since then, other countries have released their own privacy regulations, ...
Why a “one-size-fits-all” approach to data classification won’t deliver in an era of enhanced regulation
Foresight News rounds up the key events that need to be in your news diary this week… Monday 6 September MPs return to the Commons after an interrupted recess which was dominated in its final weeks by ...
News diary 6-12 September: 20th anniversary of 9/11 and next Information Commissioner faces MPs
The race for the top posts has always been tough; with the reduction in the number of available posts and the impending adoption of the ‘deep selection method’, it is set to become tougher for the ...
Commanders-in-chief and Service Chiefs: Proposed changes in selection method not flawless
PENSIONERS in the UK are expected to receive a significant rise in their state pension payment despite rumoured changes to the triple lock. Earlier this week, it was reported that the Government is ...
State Pension set to hit £185 a week despite reported end of triple lock
Millions of Africans are at risk of contracting COVID-19 due to a lack of the most basic public health tools to protect themselves, including the essentials of soap and water.
Millions of Africans lack basic means to prevent COVID-19 infection, research finds
Australia is preparing to make substantial investments in the assets, facilities and services that support research and innovation. An expert working group, led by Dr Ziggy Switkowski, is currently ...
The pillars of Australia’s research system
Millions of Africans are at risk of contracting Covid-19 due to a lack of the most basic public health tools to protect themselves, including the essentials of soap and water. These measures, known as ...
Africans lack basic means to prevent Covid-19 transmission – Study
The World Bank has praised Edo State Governor, Mr. Godwin Obaseki for the deployment of technological innovations to drive reforms in basic education and skills development in the state. World Bank’s ...
World Bank applauds Obaseki’s deployment of tech to strengthen basic education, boost skills devt
Some recent research takes this connection between randomness and fairness and puts it to work. For example, in the July 2021 issue of the American Economic Review, Rustamdjan Hakimov, C.-Philipp ...
Can a Dose of Randomness Help Fairness?
Millions of people across Africa are at risk of contracting Covid-19 because of a lack of the most basic public health tools to protect themselves, ...
Africa struggles to prevent spread of Covid
For any business like Ridelink that is product-based, mobility is its backbone. If you innovate around mobility, any business should be able to succeed.
Think of Ridelink as an Uber For Trucks But on Steroids — Interview with Daniel Mukisa
The Hope Center for College, Community, and Justice launched a new collaboration with education and workforce nonprofit JFF that ...
Statewide Community College Groups Team Up to Tackle the Crisis of Student Basic Needs Insecurity
A senior lecturer in the Department of Urban Regional and Planning, Yaba College of Technology, YABATECH, Dr. Philips Fgbohun, has revealed that the only viable solution to cities challenges was to ...
Without basic facilities, there shouldn’t be a city — Fagbohun
Millions of people across the African continent are at risk of contracting COVID-19 because of a lack of the most basic public health tools to protect themselves—including the essentials of soap and ...
Research finds hundreds of millions of Africans lack basic means of preventing SARS-CoV-2 transmission
As the deadline issued to teachers to get certification expires, the Teachers Registration Council of Nigeria (TRCN) has lamented ...
50% of Nigerian teachers not qualified, says TRCN
For some, COVID-19 gives you time to read and think. And I’ve been thinking about what’s next after COVID-19 – if there is an ‘after’… Most of us realize life is never going to be quite the same again ...
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